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In our third newsletter this November, we focus on updates in Regtech, global stablecoin regulatory 
recommendations, the HKMA’s remote corporate customers on-boarding expectations, the guideline on 
designated retail payment systems, research on AI in banking, and the changes in the compliance and 
supervision landscape.   
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

Hong Kong Monetary Authority (“HKMA”) develops two-
year roadmap to promote Regtech adoption 
 
Randy Lam and Simon Deane 
 

The HKMA has developed a two-year roadmap to promote Regtech adoption in the Hong Kong banking sector 
(“Roadmap”), as set out in a White Paper entitled “Transforming Risk Management and Compliance: Harnessing the 
Power of Regtech” (“White Paper”). 

 
The White Paper presents the case for wider adoption of Regtech in Hong Kong, outlining a series of actions that the 
HKMA will take, or consider taking, to accelerate its adoption. The White Paper is based on information collected from 
local banks, Regtech providers, local and overseas regulators and other industry stakeholders. The extensive research 
culminated in the formulation of 16 recommendations across five core areas: - 
 

(i) boosting awareness by issuing practical guidance and organising targeted events; 

(ii) promoting innovation among local and global Regtech community and facilitating access to infrastructure; 

(iii) enhancing regulatory engagement with the Regtech ecosystem through ongoing dialogue and 
collaboration; 

(iv) developing a talent pool by formalising a Regtech training and skills framework; and 

(v) sustaining adoption via continued industry engagement and effective tracking of progress. 

 
To implement the recommendations, the HKMA will roll out a series of events and initiatives in the coming two years, 
including: - 
 

(i) hosting a large-scale event to raise the banking sector’s awareness of the potential of Regtech; 

(ii) launching a Regtech Adoption Index; 

(iii) organising a Global Regtech Challenge to stimulate innovation; 

(iv) publishing a “Regtech Adoption Practice Guides” series; 

(v) creating a centralised “Regtech Knowledge Hub” to encourage information sharing; and 
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(vi) establishing a Regtech skills framework to develop talents. 
 
Notable findings of the White Paper include the following:  
 

(i) the effective implementation of Regtech solutions can reduce cost, improve risk management and increase 
efficiency for banks, as well as enhance supervision for regulators;  

(ii) one-third of the surveyed banks have fully implemented at least one Regtech solution; and 

(iii) budgetary and capability constraints, and the lack of available and established solutions catering to local 
requirements are the main adoption challenges for banks and Regtech providers. 
 

The White Paper is accessible here: link. 
 
A speech by the Deputy Chief Executive of the HKMA on the Roadmap and the White Paper is accessible here: link. 
 

Financial Stability Board (“FSB”) provides Global 
Stablecoin Regulatory recommendations and timeline in 
final report 
 
James Tong and Simon Deane 
 

The FSB, the organisation that coordinates the development of effective regulatory, supervisory and other financial sector 
policies at an international level, published its final report on the regulation, supervision and oversight of global stablecoin 
(“GSC”) arrangements (“Final Report”) in October 2020. A stablecoin, according to the FSB’s definition, is “a crypto-

asset that aims to maintain a stable value relative to a specified asset, or a pool or basket of assets”, whereas a GSC is 
a stablecoin with a potential reach and adoption across multiple jurisdictions and the potential to achieve substantial 
volume”.  
 
The Final Report gave ten high-level recommendations to address, mainly, the financial stability risks posed by GSC, 
which by extension are also relevant to other stablecoin arrangements and crypto-assets with similar risks to those posed 
by GSCs. The recommendations are largely unchanged from those in its draft report issued for consultation in April 2020. 
In addition to financial stability risks, it recommended that other important issues related to GSCs, including money 
laundering, terrorist financing, data privacy, consumer and investor protection, competition and market integrity should 
also be effectively addressed in a supervisory and regulatory framework for GSC arrangements, despite not being the 
focus of the Final Report. In particular, the Final Report included a summary of findings in the report to the G20 on so-
called stablecoins published by the Financial Action Task Force (“FATF”), of which Hong Kong is one of more than 200 

member jurisdictions, in July 2020. Please refer to our previous newsletter for the highlights of the FATF’s report. 
 
The Final Report proposed an indicative timeline for follow-up actions and review as regards international standard-
setting work and updates of its high-level recommendations. Specifically, it provided four milestone dates:- 
 

Follow-Up Work Milestone Date 

Complete the setting of international standards and 
principles on GSCs 

By December 2021 

Establish cooperation, coordination and information-
sharing arrangements amongst national authorities 
consistent with the FSB report and international 
standards 

By December 2021 
(and as needed based on the development of cross-

border GSC arrangements) 

Establish regulatory, supervisory and oversight 
frameworks in national jurisdictions that are consistent 
with the FSB recommendations and international 
standards  

By July 2022  
(and as needed based on the development of cross-

border GSC arrangements) 

Review and assessment of the need to refine 
international standards and FSB’s recommendations  

By July 2023 

https://www.hkma.gov.hk/media/eng/doc/key-information/press-release/2020/20201102e3a1.pdf
https://www.hkma.gov.hk/eng/news-and-media/speeches/2020/11/20201102-2/
https://www.fsb.org/wp-content/uploads/P131020-3.pdf
https://www.deacons.com/news-and-insights/publications/the-financial-action-task-force-(fatf)%E2%80%99s-reports-on-risks-of-virtual-assets.html
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Hong Kong Monetary Authority (“HKMA”)’s expectations on 
remote on-boarding of corporate customers 
 
James Tong and Simon Deane 
 

Hong Kong has in recent times seen an increasing use of remote on-boarding of customers by banks as a result of 
COVID-19. Banks are generally required to pay more attention to the remote on-boarding assessment of corporate 
customers as opposed to individual ones due to the higher money laundering and terrorist financing risks associated with 
corporate vehicles. 
 
In a recent circular, the HKMA explained his regulatory expectations for customer due diligence (“CDD”) in relation to 

remote on-boarding by banks. In Hong Kong, statutory CDD requirements for banks are principally outlined in the Anti-
Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorist Financing Ordinance (Cap. 615), as supplemented by the related guideline for 

authorised institutions published by the HKMA. As a general principle, the HKMA stated that the banks should adopt a 
risk-based approach in their CDD process, and that his regulatory expectation of such process was technology-neutral. 
 
Not only should the CDD process cover vetting of the corporate customer itself, but also verification of the identity of the 
customer’s representatives and beneficial owners. Where appropriate, the circular confirmed that the CDD steps could 
(i) be carried out via tele- or videoconference or outsourced to independent and appropriate intermediaries provided use 
of such methods was commensurate with the assessed money laundering and terrorist financing risks, for customer 
interaction and (ii) use reliable technology solutions to verify identities of representatives and owners. 
 
 

Guideline on Oversight of Designated Retail Payment 
Systems (“Guideline”) 
 
Randy Lam and Simon Deane 

 
In September 2020, the HKMA issued the Guideline explaining the HKMA’s interpretation of some of his oversight 
requirements under the Payment Systems and Stored Value Facilities Ordinance (“PSSVFO”) relating to designated 
Retail Payment Systems (“Designated RPS”) so as to assist system operators (“SO”) or settlement institutions (“SI”) of 

Designated RPS to understand and comply with such requirements. Notable high-level principles in the Guideline to 
promote compliance with section 7(1) of the PSSVFO (safety, efficiency and general rules of operations of Designated 
RPSs) are as follows. 
 
(1) Safety requirements 

 
Requirements for a legal basis for the Designated RPS’s activities; governance arrangements; a risk management 
framework; control mechanisms to ensure proper functioning of the system; detecting and addressing potential 
violations of statutory and/or regulatory requirements and ensuring that the infrastructure associated with the 
system provides adequate and continued services; a financial risk management framework; an operational risk 
system; an incident management framework; business continuity management programmes; a security 
framework; and rules and procedures as regards how transfer orders effected through the system are to be 
regarded as settled. 

 
(2) Efficiency requirements 

 
Requirements for the SO and SI of a designated RPS to ensure speed of transfer, clearance and/or settlement of 
payment orders; ensure flexible technical arrangements of their systems; monitor changes in transaction volume 
or patterns; and, where appropriate, implement liquidity arrangements for efficient settlement of payment 
obligations. The criteria for admission as a participant in a designated RPS should be objective, transparent, 
justified. 

 
(3) Requirements on operation rules 

 
The operating rules should be clear, unambiguous, enforceable, up-to-date and consistent with the applicable 
laws and regulations, and available to all participants. Among other things, the SO and SI of a designated RPS 
should have effective control mechanisms to ensure that the system is operated in accordance with the 
established operating rules and to monitor participants’ compliance with relevant rules. 

 
The Guideline is accessible here: link. 

https://www.hkma.gov.hk/media/eng/doc/key-information/guidelines-and-circular/2020/20200924e1.pdf
https://www.hkma.gov.hk/media/eng/doc/key-functions/financial-infrastructure/Guidelines-on-oversight-of-RPS.pdf
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The Hong Kong Institute for Monetary and Financial 
Research (“HKIMR”) releases report on “Artificial 
Intelligence in Banking: The Changing Landscape in 
Compliance and Supervision” 
 
Randy Lam and Simon Deane 
 

 
On 21 August 2020, the HKIMR, the research arm of the Hong Kong Academy of Finance, released its second report, 
entitled “Artificial Intelligence in Banking: The Changing Landscape in Compliance and Supervision”.  
 
The report is intended as a starting point for understanding the broad implications of Artificial Intelligence (“AI”) adoption 

in the banking industry, as well as in relation to compliance and supervision. Key takeaways include: 
 
1. About 80% of the banks which participated in a survey conducted by the HKMA in August 2019 (a) view AI 

adoption as a way of reducing operating costs, improving efficiency and strengthening risk management, and (b) 
plan to increase investment in the technology over the next five years. 

2. AI poses new risks and challenges to banks: the lack of quality data and data protection; shortage of talent; 
technical aspects such as increased complexity of, and difficulty in explaining and validating, AI models; the 
evolving regulatory environment; and new cyber threats. 

3. There are three key aspects of AI model risks which need to be monitored effectively for there to be a robust 
governance framework: data inputs, model design and validation. 

4. The HKMA’s policy on AI adoption is to apply the twin principles of technology neutrality and risk-based 
supervision, and three sets of supervisory guidelines or initiatives have been implemented to govern the prudent 
use of data analytics and AI models, and to strengthen the resilience of cybersecurity systems. 

5. Banks and regulators are exploring the use of AI to streamline compliance procedures and integrate the 
technology into the supervisory process. 

 
The report is accessible here: link. 
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